Final Magazine Project

Your assignment is to create an informational magazine about a topic of your choice. You may choose to focus on a broad or specific topic, so long as you can write FIVE different articles, each with a different subtopic relating back to the main topic.

Topic: ____________________________________________

Each of your five articles will be written with a different text structure in mind. Write the subtopics for each of the articles.

Description: ____________________________
Problem & Solution: ___________________
Cause & Effect: _______________________
Compare & Contrast: ___________________
Argumentative Review: __________________

You must include the following text features in your magazine.
- At least 2 Pictures (Printed or Drawn)
  - Captions for each picture
  - A Diagram, Map, Time, or Chart
- Types of Print (Bold, Italics, Highlighted)
  - Cite book used
- Sidebar (Comic strip, fun facts, advertisement, joke, “Did you know?”)

Your magazine must also include a minimum of 5 question quiz about the information in your magazine. Think critically about your questions and try to challenge your classmates! They should NOT all be literal questions, and they should NOT all be answered by the same article (your answer key must be at bottom upside down).